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Dt.TA IOWAPH; INPUT 
STATISTICAL 
f 384, ,S1'C. 
Xl X2 Y; 
e 
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CARDS; f} d a. co/vcmn of 1 ~ OH ~Y for f'r;nfi"j fhe X nw:f,.ix:. SA S G L M &upf'f,es if-s own.. 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.IOWAPH HAS 18 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 OBS/TRK. 




VARIABLES XO X1 XZ; Print fhe X n-ta.frix _ 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.18 SECONDS AND 102K. 
PROC GLM; 24 @ 
25 MODEL Y=X2 X1/ SOLUTION P; Re3res5; Y on X2 anci X1. 







MODEL Y=Xl X2/SOLUTION P; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW(DROP=XO Xl X2 Yl 
RESIDUAL=RESID 
PREDICTEO=YHAT; 
P. eJ re.s s Y Ofl X 1 a11ol. X 2. 
/he OUTPUT sfa.fel?fevzf rnusf foe usecl. in ord..er 1o flof resicl.u.aJs. 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.NEW HAS 18 OBSERVATIONS AND 2 VARIABLES. 651 OBS/TRK. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.47 SECONDS AND 172K. 
;~ © PROC PLOT; PLOT RESID*YHAT; P/of residuals as '( f.-ecJ.,cte~ as X. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.33 SECONDS AND 118K. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SA S INSTITUTE INC. 
P. c. BOX lCOb6 
RALEIGH, N.C. 27605 
e 
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S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
OBS xo Xl X2 
l l 0.4 53 
?. 1 0.4 23 
3 1 3.1 19 
'• 1 0.6 34 5 1 4.7 24 
® 6 1 1.7 65 Th(. X rna.fri}(. for .Pil-h'V!.J X1 fir sf: 7 1 9. 4 44 
8 1 10.1 31 
9 1 11.6 29 £ xcha.":r X 1 a. ... tl. X2 fo f;/- X 2., firsf 
10 1 12.6 58 
11 1 10.9 37 
12 1 2 3 .l 46 
13 1 23.1 50 
14 1 21.6 44 
15 1 23.1 56 
16 1 1.9 36 
17 1 26.8 58 
18 1 29.9 51 
lht. ABDO~ woulrl. look Ida fhis: 
x'xj x'Y x'x t x 'y 
XO X1 X2 Y XO X2 X1 Y 
18 215 758 1463 18 758 215 1463 
4321.0209 10139·5011 20706.2021 35076 10139.5011 63825 
35076 63825 
18 215 758 1463 
4321.0209 20706.2021 
IS 758 215 1463 
1 11. 9444 42 .1111 81. 2778 ~ y.., b 0 
1752.9649 1085.6113 3231.4782 
1 .61~~ 1.8434 -= ):,1 
2483.45 215.2117 
1 42.1111 11.9444 81.2778 ::. Y= bO 
3155·7778 1085.6113 2216.4444 
1 . 3444 ·7023 : to 1 
____ ......;:=.-__ 1479·5064 2469.0046 
se1r.aAf,itf b's. 
1 1.7898 .,. b'Z 1 .0867 = bZ 
Y-= Y+h lv -X (Ol) -l- J:, (X -X (01)) I l A.., I t 2.. .2. 2.. / Y-= Y -rb (X -X (O)) -+-h <X -X (O '2-)) %, ,.t .l. I I I .I 
e e e 
e 
Fitting X1 alone, we get 
cFM XO 
'/-.1 a./one Xl 
RESID 
U-ncorr«ct~d.. TOTAL 
Fitting X2 alone, we get 
CFM XO 

























18 215 1463 
4321.0209 20706.2021 
18 215 1463 
1 11.9444 81.2778 = y-: b 
0 
1752.9649 3231.4782 








b SE(b) C9.2589 7.420 1.8434 -Jo, .479 
In !-e r-ce !'t 
18 758 1463 
35076 63825 
18 758 1463 











b SE(b) C1.7013 20.4469 
. 7023 -b._ . 4632 












S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T t M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y R..ey-es.s Y on. X 2 a. no( X 1 wifh ,~f.e vcef'f-







COPRE.CTED TOTAL 17 12 3 89. 61111111 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS 
X2 a./one 



























T FOR HO: 
EST I MATE PARAMETER=O 
56.25102409 ;a. 3.45 
o. 08664925. bz. 0.21 
1. 78977412 ~ 1::., 3.21 




71.00000000 63 ·'•'•565960 
61.00000000 60.27096305 














SUM OF RESIDUALS 
SUM OF SQUAkeD RESIDUALS 
SU~ OF SOUA~ED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 
riRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION 
DURBIN-WATSON D 





1 o. 3 3 






OF TYPE IV ss 
1 X2 Jf~r Xl 18.64603750 
1 X1~tthrX24418.96006896 








































Y ~ F h~J 
81.27777778 
e 
pp > F 
0.8374 
o.JJ5B 
• • e 
© S T A T I S T I C A L -5-A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE R~r~ss Yo.... X 1 a ... /. X 2/ wiftt i'1 -fe.,.ceff· 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: y 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES 
MODEL 2 5975.66853237 
ERROR 15 6413.94257874 
CORRECTED TOTAL 1 ., 12 3 89. 61111111 
SOURCE 
X1 alone. 
X2 a.ffer Xi 
PARAMETER 






















OF TYPE I ss 
1 5957.02249487 
1 18.64603 750 
T FO'< HO: 
ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
56.25102409 "a. 3.45 
l. 7 8 9 7 7 412 • h, 3.21 





















SU~I OF RESIDUALS 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 








PR > F 
0.0020 
0.8374 




OF TYPE IV SS 
1 X1 a.fffr X'2.4418.96006B96 
txz Jfu xt18.6460375o 





























































STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
PLOT OF RESIO*YHAT LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B 2 OBS, ETC. 
G rossihle outlier? 











56 60 64 68 72 76 80 d4 88 92 96 1~0 104 lOB 112 116 
YHAT 




f· '251:f S1C 
DATA DONUT; INPUT FAT ABS; 
XO= 1; 
Xl=O; 
IF FAT=l THEN X1=1; 
e 
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IF FAT=2 THEN X2=1i 
X3=0; 





IF FAT=3 THEN X3=1i 
X4=0; 
IF FAT=4 THEN X4=1; 
CARDS; 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.DONUT HAS 24 OBSERVATIONS 4ND 7 VARIABLES. 217 OBS/TRK. 
NOTE: THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.24 SECONDS AND 102K. 
;~ @ PROC PRINT; VARIABLES Xl X2 X3 X4; Prin f X maf~"l\ no i" f€rceff. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.20 SECONDS AND 102K. 
38 
39 @ PROC GLM; MODEL ABS=X1 X2 X3 X4/NOINT SOLUTION P; 
NOTF: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.51 SECONDS AND 152K. 
SYSTE~1 
40 © 41 c PROC PRJ NT; VARIABLES XO Xl X2 X3 X4; Prt}rf X 11-V.lfY'ixJ v;i/4t colu.;.,n. of I~ for iYlfe,..cepf. 








MODEL ABS=Xl X2 X3 X4/ SOLUTION P; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEWIDROP=X1 X2 X3 X4 FAT A8SI 
RESIDUAL=RESID 
PREDIcTED= YHA T; Oufpuf res lcftt~tl$ aJtrJ. pr~rl.icfed lit ordtr fo f'lol- fhelfll.. 
NCTE: DATA SET WORK.NEW HAS 24 OBSERVATIONS AND 3 VARIABLES. 465 OBS/TRK. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.50 SECONDS AND 172K. 
47 
48 ® PROC PLOT; PLOT RESID;'YHAT; P/of r-esid iNtt i:s ctS '( r-ecl.ided a..5 X. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.30 SECONDS AND ll8K. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SAS INSTITUTE INC. 
P.O. lHlX 10066 
RALEIGH, N.C. 27605 
e 
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S T A T I S T I C A L IINALYSIS S Y S T E M 
@ 
ABDO looks /l~e. fire fol/owi>1J • 
e 
x'xfx'y 
6 0 0 0 432 
6 0 0 510 TY-f fof-a./s 
6 0 456 
6 372 
6 0 0 0- 432 
1 0 0 0 72 -=XI 
6 0 0 510 
1 0 0 8~ =- X:2 
6 0 45 
1 0 76 =- X3" 
6 372 
1 62 "X~ 
OBS Xl X2 X3 X4" 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 l 0 0 0 
3 1 0 0 0 
4 l 0 0 0 
5 1 0 0 0 
6 l 0 0 0 
7 0 l 0 0 
8 0 l 0 0 (no !Yltev-aff) 9 0 1 0 0 X ma.trix 
10 0 1 0 0 
11 0 1 0 0 
12 0 1 0 0 
13 0 0 l 0 
14 0 0 1 0 
15 0 0 1 0 
16 0 c 1 0 
17 0 0 1 0 
18 0 0 1 0 
19 0 0 0 1 
20 0 0 0 1 
21 0 0 0 l 
22 0 0 0 1 
23 0 0 0 1 
24 0 0 0 1 
wifh, 170/nfercepfJ X'X is r;{t~70iia./ CVfJ:i .serue>tft~/ b~ a.-, ff.te.sa,..eas fhe f1MS~iAe11/la/ i:<s. 




STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
rAl No infercsft O~NDENT VARIABLE: ABS .Since fhere i.s VIO ln.ffJrctpf; fhe CFM is rzDf rewrw·edl .;.,..o"" morA.fl S S. 
~F SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F SOURCE 
MODEL"" Befwet"' + CF'Iv{ J 4 132174.00000000 33043.50000000 327.49 0.0001 
20 2018.00JOOOOO 100.900000()0 S TD DE V ERROR \t.lifJziM. /a.fs 

























PR > IT I 






































12. oooooooo = x, 
85.00000000 ,.i(L 
76.00000000 :: f...J 












































































































Nofe iAaf fhe fredicfed w.lu.es tUe jl$f ike "X,. s. 
-lO-
S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 








SUM OF RESIDUALS 





SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION 
DURBIN-WATSON D 















































































































DEPENDENT VARIABLE: ABS 
SOURCE 
MODEL "' hefween. fats 

















S T A T I S T I C A L fl N A L V S I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 


















PR > F 










PR > IT I STD EPPOR OF 
ESTIMATE 














F VAL l.ll:' PP ) F 
l N TERCE P T 
X1 
62.00000000 B~ XLI-











Note: fhe 11-derc7f moold resu(h tY! e:slift\0./er) /3~ 
which. Wl'. cerll:t.i'l ((n~ar c.o..,binah·ortS of fh.e irl: mea>ts, 
X2 2 3. 00000000 B,- ~ - X_!i 3.97 
X3 1<+. oooooooo B- X3 -X'! 2.41 
X4 0.00000000 B 
NOTE: THE X'X MATRIX HAS BEEN DEEMED SINGULAR AND A GENERALIZED INVERSE HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TQ SOLVE THE NORMaL EQUATIONS. 
THE ABOVE ESTIMATES REPRESENT ONLY ONE OF MANY POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE NORMAL EQUATIONS. ESTIMATES FOLLOWED BY 
THE LETTER B ARE BIASED AND DO NOT ESTIMATE THE PARAMETER BUT ARE BLUE FOR SOME LINEAP COMBINATION OF PARAMETERS 
!OR ARE ZERO). THE EXPECTED VALUE OF THE BIASED ESTIMATORS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE GENERAL FORM OF EST!MABLF 
FUNCTIONS. FOR THE BIASED ESTIMATORS, THE STD ERR IS THAT OF THE BIASED ESTIMATOR AND THE T VALUE TESTS 
HO: EIBIASED ESTIMATOR) = O. ESTIMATES NOT FOLLOWED BY THE LETTER B ARE BLUE FOR THE PAPAMETER. 
OBSERVATION OBSERVED PREDICTED RESIDUAL 
VALUE VALUE 
1 6 1t. 00000000 72.00000000 -8.00000000 
2 72.00000000 7Z.OOOOOOJO o.oooooooo lh~ />V"ed./cfed. va I~ st~t.y fh.e salf!e a.s ;",__ 8. 
3 68.00000000 72.00000000 -4.00000000 I / 
4 77.00000000 72.00000000 5.00000000 
5 56.00000000 72.00000000 -16.0COOOOOO 
6 95.00000000 72.00000000 23.00000000 
7 78.00000000 85.00000000 -7.00000000 
8 91.00000COO 85.00000000 6.00000000 
9 97.00000000 85.00000000 12.00000000 
10 82.00000000 85.00000000 -3.00000000 
11 85.ooooooco 85.ooooococ o.oococooo 
12 77.00000000 85.00000000 -8.00000000 
13 75.0 0000000 76. OOOJOOOO -1.00000000 
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S T A T I S T I C A l A N A L Y S I S 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 


























SUM Of RESIDUALS 














SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 
FIRST OPDER AUTOCORRELATION 
DURBIN-WATSON 0 
AB[)O for fhe a.bove looks /ike fhis: 
x'x I x'Y 
24 6 6 6 6 1770 
6 0 0 0 432 
6 0 0 510 
6 0 456 
6 372 


















1 .25 .25 .25 .25 73·75 = '1 .. 
S Y S T E M 
4.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -10.5 
1 - .:D -. 33 -. 33 -2 d3 = X I - (X 2 +X 3 "'"X4) /::5 
4 -2 -2 64 - - -
l -.5 -.5 16 ~xz-('/3..-XL.t)/Z 
3 -3 2 - -
1 -1 14 -= X 3 - X 4 
0 0 
0 0 
e e e 
e e • 
-13- Nofe -fha,f lor ftu5 +pe oF de£1,fYL jhe ?/of 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS S Y S T E M 
@ 
h.iJ.J 011ty 4 discvde val<~¥!5 oF Y. 





















5 + A 
A 
A A 


















60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 R6 RR 
YHAT 
1 DATA TURNIP; INPUT PLANT 
2 XO= 1: 
3 X1=1PLANT=11; 
4 X2=1 PLANT=21; 
5 X3=1PLANT=31; 
6 X4=1 PLANT=41; 
7 X5=1PLANT=l AND LEAF=11; 
8 X6=(PLANT=1 AND LEAF=21; 
9 X7=1PLANT=1 AND LEAF=31; 
10 X8=1PLANT=2 AND LEAF=11; 
11 X9=1PLANT=2 AND LEAF=21; 
12 X10=1PLANT=2 AND LEAF=31; 
13 X11=1PLANT=3 AND LEAF=ll; 
14 Xl2=1PLANT=3 AND LEAF=21; 
15 Xl3=1PLANT=3 AND LEAF=31; 
16 X14=1PLANT=4 AND LEAF=11; 
17 Xl5=1PLANT=4 AND LEAF=21; 
18 Xl6=1PLANT=4 AND LEAF=31; 
19 CARDS; 
-14-
S T A T S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
;' . .., , .. r?) ....... ....... • ;\ G:A:lf' fAt(; .:, ' \ ... 
1\ I l 'I ' . c If. f ' _, . ' . . ' . I , . . I t " ,;OJ",~ 7·re IOJIC io~· ;s~r '":1 f.i.(o> :a. .-Jc?,·et1t. fJ't.rlt;IJ1t Y¥~..,,,~..rru;., : .. {~Jit1J .-..t /'.JV..'i'e..•·n"'Vr.~s,.:;.· :yrv·~..:s ~- V~ t.it .:;'" ,;,. 
jf f'i·1e .si,.:dH>te .. f i'1:siJ.,z fl,o. p.;cre~~<fhes;is i.s fv-<~e ,..._,;_ "- 0 ,Jfhll¥'wis~. T!12 sfCJ..fe 11111-.,.f 
Xl"' (PLANT "'1) 
t.s u,u;va./JJ."t.f +o +he. +wo .sfa.fe»wds 
I 
'11 -=0 
IF' PLANT-= 1 TI-!~N Y-.1 ~ 1 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.TURNIP HAS 24 OBSERVATIONS AND 20 VARIABLES. 79 OBS/TRK. 




VARIABLES XO-Xl6; Prin:fi>1J fhe X h1d.fri;< 
NOT~: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.31 SECONDS AND 116K. 
46® 
4 7 \!::::Y 
PROC GLM; . 
MODEL CALC= Xl-Xl6; Ust'j ~LM on. iht X ~WJ.fr-i"l'. 'X 0 is n.of irtc.lu.o<eGl si ... ee a.>t i~~~.tercef+ is ~fo~a:fica.IJ puf in. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.74 SECONDS AND 160K. 
48 PROC GLM; 
49@ 50 
CLASSES PLANT LEAF; A nestec( ()JIO./'t'i.s u~i"1 fl,e CLA.SS£S dtJ.fe.Jtte.,f 
MODEL CALC= PLANT LEAF I PLANT I; 1 .1. d ·J.J.. 1 .L 
L e: A F ( P LA NT) in J..lcafe,; f ta.vos 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.54 SECONDS AND 158K. 
are n~1e wrrnm. f''a."rs. 
PROC GLM; 51 
52 53@ 
54 
CLASSES PLANT LEAF; 
MODEL CALC= PLANT LEAFIPLANTJ; 
TEST H=PLANT E=LEAFIPLANTI/HTYPE=l ETYPE=lJ Sfecif-ti'J the co,.recl F- f~s,f: 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.54 SECONDS AND 160K. 
NOTE~ SAS USED l60K MEMORY. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SAS INSTITUTE INC. 
P.O. BOX 10066 
RALEIGH, N.C. 27605 
e e e 
e e e 
-15- A frir~hnj of fhe X rna. frix/ /nc/ u citi1J .:~:..._ 
r/.\" S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I s SYSTEt~ (!:Y /If lerce!JI. 
OBS xo X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 xa X9 XlO X1l X12 Xl3 X14 Xl5 X16 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 r) 0 0 0 0 (' 0 
8 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 c 1 c 0 c 0 0 0 r; 
11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 c c 
13 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
14 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
15 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (' (~ 0 
16 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
17 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
18 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
19 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 1 () r: 
21 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
22 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
23 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
24 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
@ 
S T A T I S T I C A L 
-16-
ANALYSIS 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SYSTEM 











































































1. 04000000 B 
0.00000000 B 
0. 51500000 B 
0.78500000 B 
0.00000000 B 



































MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
1 0.92641326 139.22 0.00665417 /0./905= 7.5603 +2.6302 
= ss ( fiCt.>!l:s) -r ss((etJ.'-'eJ t'rt ila.11f-s) 






































.SS for lea Ve5 in.. f Ia nfs 
PR > IT I STO ERROP OF 
ESTIMATE 
0.0001 0.05768087 
0.0001 o. 08157308 























































Thi.s i-> fhe CAJrrecf fest for lea ve.r 
p,. MS (lea.v~ Ji1piC~.J<fs) 
MS (error) 
@ 




CORRECTED TOTAL 23 
SOURCE OF 
PLANT 3 
LEAF I PLANT l 8 
e 
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S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S SYSTEI~ 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SUM Of SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F 
10.19054583 0.92641326 139.22 0.0001 
0.07985000 0.00665417 S TD DEV 
10.27039583 0.08157308 











CALC ME ... "! 
3.01208333 
J'D ) F 
o.Joor 
0.0001 
7.56034583 378.73~ g-0001 
2.63~49.41 ~-0001 
/-1 flat~h: Tht:s is fk !ncorrec,f fed for fla.ttb $/YLce ve_ ;,_,_.,;~ "'- rtMto/.0»1. MOrf~/, 
5A.S J<tve. t.kS 
























M S (error) 
a.cfl.l.a!J WiiLYJfed 
F= M S ( p!Q./I+s) 
/V] .S ( feave,s IM ffilM fs) 
















2. 70 82 
CALC '1EliN· 
3.01208333 
PR > I= 
O.JOOl 
0.!.)001 
TESTS DF HYPOTHESES USING THE TYPE I MS FOR LEAF(PLANTI AS AN ERROR TERM 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
PLANT 3 7.56034583 7.67 0.0097 

















DATA CITRUS; INPUT FRUIT 
X0=1; 
X1=1FRUIT= 1 0RANGE' I; } 
X2=1FRUIT= 1 GRAPEFRU'I; 








f-f· "301 a.nr:J. '30'1 J S ~c. 
~SUN (\)LEAF; 
----e__ / nd. ica. t2s o.. cha.ra.e f-er-
Sdfit\j u.f the. X m.a.frix 
IF SliN='SUN' THEN Yl=l; } 
IF SUN='SHADE' THEN Y1=-1; 
IF SUN=' SUN' THEN Y2=1; 
IF SUN= 1 HALF_SHA 1 THEN Y2=-2; 
IF SUN='SHADE' THEN Y2=1; 
CARDS; 
Seff' !if ool'lfr().sts 
L Y S I S 
va.riab/e.. 
NOTE: DATA S~T WORK.CITRUS HAS 9 OBSERVATIONS AND 12 VARIABLES. 130 OBS/TRKo 




VARIABLES XO-X6i Prinfi"j fhe. X rnafrix. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.20 SECONDS AND 102K. 
28 
29 ® PROC GLM; MODEL LEAF~ Xl-X6; R~nrtr'':J GLM ~:siJ -fht. X mo.frix. 




@ PROC GLM; CLASSES FRUIT SUN; 
MODEL LEAF= FRUIT SUN; 
R.u,.,niny v.sij fhe CLASS£"$ .stfl.fement. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.39 SECONDS AND 156K. 
SYSTEM 
~! @ PROC GLM; Runn.inq IA.S/'!j fhe. CLASS£S .sfa.femenf a.nd. in.duo<lnq art ittfer~cfian. term. CLASSES FRUIT SUN; J J 
35 MODEL LEAF= FRUIT SUN FRUIT*SUN; /nft.racfiarzs o..n atn~fto<. b! o.sferisk:t befweerz va.rio.b/~s. 





CLASSES FRUIT SUN; -- reve.rsinJ fhe or-o(.er of! va.riables e~~ttereoi. 
MODEL LEAF= suN FRuiT/ G k. f ..~.h x'x f . -'- b . .~. c1. ~ a.s "'J or- 1 e rna. I'"IX 1 o e. f"tnte . 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.46 SECONDS AND 156K. 
39 1E) PROC PRINT; 
40 .f..C/ VARIABLES XO-X3 Yl Y2; Pr-inhr:J fhe ma.frix a.nd usi'J fhe. ctm.rNsts. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.31 SECONDS AND 102K. 
e e e 
e e 
S T A T I S T I C A L 
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PROC GLM; . 
CLASS FRUIT· P-u..nn.m~ fhe mode( spec;tied. 
' J I 
~~ fh.£ a.6ove !1ta.frix/ /:;vf us;") fhe CLASSES sfde,...~ ... r fro,. FRUIT 
MODEL LEAF= Y1 Y2 FRUIT/ SOLUTIQN; 
@ 
® 



































































xo X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 
1 1 0 0 1 0 c 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 /he X maff'ix. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 'J 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
MC:AN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F P-SQUA~F 
683. 77777778 31.40 f).O'J28 r-.969134 
~uts wilt.. MS(effo;-) 
1, +l!a 



























3. 8103173 8 
4.66666667 










5. 2 7h4 
LEAF ME~N 
88 ·1•4444444 
PI:' > F 
© 





















GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F 
2735.11111111 6B3. 77777778 31.40 0.0028 
87.11111111 21. 77777778 STD DEV 
2822.22222222 4.66666667 
TYPE 1 SS F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE 1 V S S 




10 VtLUE PP > F 
850.88888889 19.54 0.0086 2 850.B888888q 19.54 0.0086 
1884.22222222 2 43.26 .0.0020 2 1884.22222222 43.26 0,')020 
MS {sun)-= /884. 222/Z ~ 
;n fh e. rex f/ f 3 0 I. 
942.1// whtch a3,.~e• wiHt fhe Mta;...syuare fo.-.sha.o-Viy 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUAPE c. v. 
2822.22222222 352.77777778 99999.99 O.OOC') 1.000')0!) 0.0r;0n 
0.00000000 0.00000000 STD DEV 
2822.22222222 ~ o.oooooooo 
TYPE I ss I F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV ss 
l I'AF '1FIIN 
88. 444444 1tlt 
F VIILUE PR > F 
1884.22222222 • • 2 1884.22222222 
87.11111111 • • 4 87.11111111 
B50.88888889 / • • 2 850.88888889 
W ne11. fhert!. IS 0111( one observa.fioll. p~r ct// we ca11nof inc/ucJg, CUt /wterw.t::hon fer,.,_ outpl sft// .:Jef 
Cl>t e6ft"wtf)..fe of €/"l"'or. 8efo,.e Wl! WH'€ a.ssumi"'J fhere_ was rto infera.cfio,. fell'm. "'-l<..cX u.s;i1J 























STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEf1 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
THE X1 X MATRIX 
Jrapelru.if- l'l'tiV(cM.rlrt Or"a"je 
INTERCEPT SUN HALF_SHA SUN SHADE SUN SUN DUMMY001 OUMMYOOZ OUMMY003 
9 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 0 3 0 1 1 1 
3 0 0 3 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 3 0 0 
3 1 1 1 0 3 (' 
3 1 1 1 0 0 3 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
OF SUM OF SWUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR ) F R-SQUA 1H' c. v. 
4 2735.11111111 683.77777778 31. '•0 0.0028 0.969134 5. 276'• 
4 87.11111111 21.77777778 STD DEV LEIIF I-lEAN 
8 2822.22222222 4.66666667 BEl. 44444 44'• 
OF TYPE' I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE' IV SS F VfiLUF PP > F 
2 c:;1884.22222222 43.26 0.0020 2 1884.22222222~ 43.26 0.0020 
2 850.88888889 19.54 0.0086 2 850.88888889 19.54 0.0086 
Nofe fha.f chM.Ji11J fhe o>"de,. of Variables of.oes nof a.Hecf fhe .SS Thh i..s a./so ref!edeJ /11. ft.e. Tffe tV SS c.ofi.M!"'-. 
0 
@ 


















S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM 
OBS xo X1 X2 X3 Yl Y2 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 Here is -fht X nttJ.frix s•f up usi"J e.o"f,..-_sfs, The. 
2 1 1 0 0 0 -2 fwo COYifl'"t:~.~+-s Y1 a.~to( YZ a.re eru/V()./enf +o fhe 
3 1 1 0 0 -1 1 
4 1 0 1 0 1 1 co lt4111n~ X 4, '/.. s; ~ .. QL 'X 6 a.n.d ha.ve the. .s~"'' fofa/ 
5 1 0 1 0 0 -2 SS. 'vii'.:~ ar11 sepo.r{)..·h~"J fhe SS (sun) it1.fo 
6 1 0 1 0 -1 1 fwo JSinJie dejre.e. of freeolo~ cotdra.st SS. Yt 
7 1 0 0 1 1 1 i:J?. "- coh.h·~f of .sw .. Vtl"'sc..<.~ rs.h.a..J.e. aY~ol YZ is a 
8 1 0 0 1 0 -2 co;,.fr11.sf of half-sha.rk ve rsu.s +he. "- ve.--ev 11 ot fhe. 9 1 0 0 1 -1 1 
ofhtr two. 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQU~RE c.v. 
2735.11111111 683.77777778 31.40 0.('1)28 C.969134 5.2764 
87.11111111 21.77777778 
2822.22222222 
TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
~"-.SS fo,. su..n/shada U>Kfl"a.$1 (p. 301) 
1734.ooooooooy 79.62 o.ooo9 
15C. 22 222222 1; 6. 90 O. 0584 
850.88888889 c 19.54 0.0086 
..s s !or- half -.s ho.oi.e vs. rest r,.. 301) 
T FOR HO: PR > ITI 
ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
\ (p. '309) 
92.66666667 B J G4.39 
11.oooooooo -= L, /' 8.92 
2. 88888889 ........_ 2. 63 
-17.66666667 B ~t.z/18 -4.64 



































Nofe fh.a.f the to-t,.! S S (sW!) fJ fhe 










































S T A T I S T 1 C A L A N A L Y S I S 
f 31;3 .S+C. 
DATA COLLARD; INPUT REP SSIZE PERM RIBO; 
XO=l; 
R1=0; 
IF REP=1 THEN R1=1; 
R2=0; 
IF REP=2 THEN R2=1; 
R3=0; 
IF REP=3 THEN R3=1; 
X1=0; 
IF SSIZE=0.25 AND PERM=O THEN 
X2 =0; 
IF SSIZE=0.25 AND PERM=1 THEN 
X3=0; 
IF SSIZE=1.00 AND PERM=O THEN 
X4=0; 
IF SSIZE=l.CO AND PERM=1 THEN 
SO=O; 
IF SSIZE=0.25 THEN S0=1; 
$1=0; 
IF SSIZE=l.OO THEN S1=1; 
PO=O; 
IF PERM=O THEN PO=l; 
Pl=O; 
IF PERM=1 THEN P1=1; 
SOXPO:O; 
IF SSIZE=0.25 AND PERM=O THEN 
SOXP1=0; 
IF SSIZE=0,25 AND PERM=1 THEN 
S1XPO=O; 
IF SSIZE=1.00 AND PERM=O THEN 
SlXPl=O; 
IF SSIZE=l.OO AND PERM=l THEN 
S.<\MP=l; 1 IF SSIZE=0.25 THEN SAMP=-1; 
PHAN=l; 
IF PERM=O THEN PMAN=-1; 
SXP=SAMP*-PMAN; 
CARDS; 
SettiJ t.Lf X 11'\a.ft..ix foil' A> B. 
X rna. fri x fo,... 
X m.a.ff'ix for 
c/ D. 
E;F. 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.COLLARO HAS 12 OBSEPVATIONS AND 23 VARIABLES. 69 OBS/TRK. 




51® sz A VARIABLES XO Rl R2 R3 X1 X2 X3 X4; Prii!f X ma.h·ix which fr-eed~ eo.eh c-o .... bin"-fiM of -f'o.cfoll's as d. freo.lf11~;r.f_ 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.22 SECONDS AND 1J6K. 
53@ PROC GLM; 54 MODEL RIBO=Rl R2 R3 X1 X2 X3 X4; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0,51 SECONDS AND 158K. 
55 © PROC PRINT; 
e 
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56 VARIABLES XO Rl R2 R3 SO Sl PO Pl SOXPO SOXPl SlXPO SlXPl; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.21 SECONDS AND llCK. 
PROC GLM; ;~@ MODEL RIBO=Rl R2 R3 SO Sl PO Pl S0XPO SCXPl SlXPO SlXPl; Tn/s uses 0-1 incf.rcaf-or Variables fo c/.o avt (1..1\a.(ys.i.o /1ke fhaf. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.49 SECONDS AND 158K. Ofl. f 343 
~~ ® PROC PRINT; VARIABLES XO R1 RZ R3 SAMP PMAN SXP; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.19 SECONDS AND 104K, 
:~ ® PROC GLM; MODEL RIBO=Pl R2 R3 SAMP PMAN SXP/SOLUTION 
NaTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.47 SECONDS AND 158K. 
~~ © PROC GLM; CLASSES REP SSIZE PERM; Use CLASS£"$ sfa.feVVtenf f-o Je.t sa.~We 'X ma.fYix as E or F. 
MJDEL RIBO=REP SSIZE PERM SSIZE*PERM; 65 
NO!E: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.47 SECONDS AND 158K. 
NOTE: SAS USED 158K MEMORY. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SAS INSTITUTE INC. 
P.O. BOX 10066 
RALEIGH, N.C. 27605 
e e 




e e e 
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@ OBS xo R1 P2 P3 X1 X2 X3 X4 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 ') 
X malnx 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
4 1 1 0 0 0 c c 1 
5 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
7 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
8 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
9 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
10 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
11 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
12 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 
xo Mean. 
" Tr-f 1" 
R.t- R 3 c.orre.sf'o~tol fu Rep 1 - Rep 3 
wifho uf- Per-rn. Xl c.orresfoncf._s fo . 2£: .sa.",: fie tsi'i!.e a_;,_c( 
.. Trf z" xz.. " · 1. oa .. w ;thou. I-
'Trf 3" X3' " " . 26' " " wtth 
"Trf.Lf" XII 1. 00 . " with 
Tr~o.fs ea.c.h co111.bi,a.fion. of fa..d-or.s ~ a fr-e<J.f11'tQ1f..f. 
® GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: RIBO 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PP > F R.-SQU<\P.F ':. v. 
MODEL (Reps 11 Tv-+s) 5 769.2 9083333 153.85816667 18. 81 0.0013 o. 94002Q 8.9120 
ERROR 6 49.07833333 8.17972222 STD Ot'V r.tf\lJMFnN 
CDPRECTED TOTAL 11 818.36916667 2.860J2137 1,?.0<1166667 
SOURCE or TYP~ I ss f VALUE PR > F DF TYP~ IV SS ~ VfLUE f'" > F 
RD ~H [0.88166667 o. 11 0.7538 0 0.00000000 ~2 Ref's 3. 7( 2. 88000000 0.35 0.5746 0 0.00000000 0.00000000 . . 0 0 .'")0-;00('0 
n1 {l ~-1. 70027W 54.00 0.0003 0 0.00000000 X2 3 76 5'..) 55.827 22222 6.83 0.0400 0 O.OOOJOOOJ x3 lrfs · 26!l.001666t>7 32.76 o.oo l2 0 0.0'.'000000 X4 0.1)0000000 . . 0 0.00000000 
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© rnean ~ .2.5 1..00 wit-hout with DB S xo 1 so S1 PO P1 SOXP 0 SOXP1 51XPO S1XP1 
1 1 1 0 c 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
4 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
X rtt.a.frix 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 c 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
B 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
9 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
10 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
11 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
12 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
.sa.m.flt size ruma.nr.nafe inkrQ.Cfions 
@ GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: RIBO This is fht.. sa"'12 as on f. "3 4-:5. If Ottt l-'S#S OJ< Tf-1 0 O>t fhe a. hove v.ta.trh<_, +he W0.4fll'ix d" fhe ne.x f- flifje r~su./fs. 
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SOUAQE' c. v. 
MODEL (Ref • Trfs.) 5 769.29083333 153.85816667 18.81 J. 0013 0.940029 8. 9120 
ERROR 6 49.07833333 8.17972222 S TD DEV PIAO MEAN 
CORRECTElJ TOTAL 11 818.36916667 2.86002137 32.09166667 
SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV SS F VALUE PD > !" 
R11 i1 
t 0.88166667 o. 11 0.7538 0 0.00000000 
~; Refs 2.88000000 0.35 0.5746 0 o.oooooooo 0.00000000 . . c o.ooonoooo 
s~ ~J i 36.40083333 4.45 0.0794 0 0.00000000 S 1 S~A.~n.fle size O.JOOOOOOO . . 0 0.00000000 ~ 1 Perm.u..n;Q.~t«.fe ~ { 716.10750000 8 7. 55 0.0001 0 o.oooooooo O.OOOOOJOO . . 0 0.00000000 
,.,, SOXP~ 
fi 
t 13.02083333 1.59 0.2539 0 O.OOOIJOOIJn SOXP o.oooooooo . . 0 o.oooooooo 
S1XPO (~fe~~C~On o.oooooaoo . . 0 o.oooaoooo 
S1XPl 0.00000000 . . 0 o.oooooooo 
e e e 
e e 
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X mo.trix. OBS xo 
Nofe: s.ina fherg c:trt oz fwo lt.V&i6 ot 1 1 2 1 
.S()..It'lfle size (IVI.r/. ol . pel"tt~.fl..r 't.4f~l W'e can 3 1 
c. oat bil'lt. fl-te +~.~o {e ve.{s o each i11 fo o .. e. 4 1 
co/u ... n, whera 5 1 
6 1 
-1 repre.se.,.fs. +he /o...,.,er level 7 1 











Rerst:~ fSAMP (rf PMAN 













OF TYPE I SS 
















-1.74166667~ I . -£'.11 
-7. 72500000 .... 2:"' fO.ef0 ,.,a(-9.36 
1.04166667..; £Ned 1.26 
JV/eA't.S. 
R1 R2 R3 SAMP PMAN 
1 0 0 -1 -1 
1 0 0 1 -1 
1 0 0 -1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 -1 -1 
0 1 0 1 -1 
0 1 0 -1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 1 -1 -1 
0 0 1 1 -1 
0 0 1 -1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
MEAN SQUAQ.E F VALUE 
153.85816667 18.81 
8.17972222 
F VALUE PR > F OF 
I). 11 0.7538 0 
0.35 0.5746 0 
0 
4.45 0.0794 1 
87.55 0.0001 1 
1.59 0.2539 1 
PR > IT I STD ERROR OF 
ESTIMATE 
0.0001 1.43001068 




























































CORRECTED TOTAL 11 




S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 












F VALUE PR > F 
0.23 0.8013 
4.45 0.0794 












































o. '352. ..s •c. 
DATA COWPEA; r / 







IF VARIETY=! THEN VARTl=l; These .sef u..f inree il'lcf.lcafor Va.ria.bles fo,.. va.rr~-r; ... 
IF VARIETY=2 THEN VARTZ=l; 
IF VARIETY=3 THEN VART3=1; 
SPACEl=O; 
SPACE2=0; J SPACE3=0; 
IF SPACI NG=4 THEN SPACE!=!; ... fhese olo f?re .same fO+" ..spa.ci~ ... 
IF SPACING=8 THEN SPACE2=1; 





IF BLOCK=! THEN BLOCKl =1; ~ •.. tY~d. fht.se fw b/ockS. 
IF BLOCK=2 THEN BLOCK2=1; 
IF BLOCK=3 THEN BLOCK3=1; 




















































IF SPACING=4 THEN LSPACE=-1 } 
IF SPAC ING=l2 THEN LSPACE=l The5e .sei uf fhe orlADqatta.l fof;t 11 o/t'( 1als .Por :SPA CtNr, VJni/e. . .. 
IF SPACING=B THEN QSPACE=-2 v ; 
LSPACEl=LSPACE*VARTl; } 
LSPACE2=LSPACE*VAQT2; 




NOTE: DATA SET WORK.COWPEA HAS 36 OBSERVATIONS AND 32 VARIABLES. 50 OBS/TRK. 




PROC PRINT DATA=COWPEA; 
VARIABLES INTRCPT BLOCK! BLOCK2 BLOCK3 BLOCK4 VARTl VART2 VART3 SPACE! SPACE2 
SPACE3 INTll INT12 INT13 INT21 INT22 INT23 INT31 INT32 INT33 YIELD; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.44 SECONDS AND 122K. 
/lu~ i.s f?re X matrix lor ft,e hr.sf ~H.-tl;sis. 
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PROC GLM DATA=COWPEA; 84 
85 
86 @ MODEL YIELD=BLOCKl BLOCK2 BLOCK3 BLOCK4 VARTl VART2 VART3 SPACE! SPACE2 SPACE3 INTll INT12 INT13 INT21 INT22 INT23 INT31 INT32 INT33; This is fhe flrsf an~lyst's, cts ""~ f· 352.. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.79 SECONDS AND l62K. 
PROC PRINT DATA=COWPEA; 87 
88 
89 © VARIABLES INTRCPT BLOCK! BLOCK2 BLOCK3 VARTl VART2 LSPACEl LSPACE2 LSPACE3 QSPACEl QSPACE2 QSPACE3; This is fhe X tnafrix for fhe. mor-e. CrJ""'f/icafeo<. a.n~/1.s1'.r_; 




PROC GLM DATA=COWPEA; 
MODEL YlELD=BLOCKl BLOCK2 BLOCK3 VARTl VART2 LSPACEl LSPACE2 LSPACE3 
~SPACE! QSPACE2 QSPACE3; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.50 SECONDS AND 158K. 
93 PROC GLM DATA=COWPEA; 
which is done here. 
~~ ® CLASSES SPACING BLOCK VARIETY; MOUEL YIELD=BLOCK VARIETY SPACING VARIETY*SPACING; U.sinJ C L ASS£ 3 ~ta.te n.e11fsJ we c~" oW f.3 ,..,<.1ch more- ea.si:7· 




PROC GLM DATA=COWPEA; CLASSES BLOCK VARIETY; .similar(P fh/s is ho-w o11e o/bes D -wt"fh a CLASSeS sfakmenf; flease note fha.f S?ACIIVG, r$ ttof /n.c/u.o<.ul. ;;,_ t11e. 
MODEL YI ELD=BLOCK VARIETY SPACING*VARIETY SPACING*SPACING*VARIETY; CLASS cS ~fafemel'lf. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.61 SECONDS AND 158K. 
NOTE: SAS USED l62K MEMOPY. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SAS INSTITUTE INC. 
P.O. BOX 10066 
RALEIGH, N.C. 27605 
e e e 
e e -
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® 1 N 8 B B B s s s 
T l l l l v v v p p p I I 1 I I I I I I y 
R 0 0 0 0 A A A A A A N N N N N N N N N 1 
0 c c c c c R R R c c c T T T T T T T T T E 
B p K K K K T T T E E E 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 L 
s T 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 
3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 I) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 
4 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 
5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 60 
6 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
7 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '•5 
8 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 c 0 0 0 0 c 0 48 
9 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 
10 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 
11 1 c 0 1 0 1 c 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
12 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
13 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 c 1 0 0 I) I) c 65 
14 . 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 61 
15 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 60 
16 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 c 0 c 0 63 
17 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 60 
18 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 58 
19 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 f) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 56 
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 60 
21 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 () c 1 c 0 c 53 
22 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 53 
23 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 48 
24 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ') 0 1 0 0 0 55 
25 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 60 
26 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 61 
27 1 0 0 1 0 0 c 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 50 
28 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 53 
29 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 c 0 0 c 0 1 c 62 
30 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 r8 
31 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 67 
32 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 60 
33 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 73 
34 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 1 77 
35 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 1 77 
36 1 ~---- 0 !-~ ~ ,o 0 0 0 0 y 0 0 ~ 65 
Blocks Va.rie fi e.s sro.cinJ Va.rietl x Sf<J..Ci'1 y 
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STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
fP:l This i:s fhesan.~ an.a.l;s/s lis on fh£ hoHvm of fl· ~52. ~PENDENT VARIABLE: YIELD 
SOUPCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
MODEL 11 2203.52777778 200.32070707 11.34 
EP.ROR 24 
CORRECTED TOTAL 35 



















I NT 31 
INT32 
INT33 
OF TYPE I SS J F VALOE PR > F OF G These, ac/. d.etl. foqefhe~ qt've ZJ)5. 6 '1, SS ( blocl<s} 
1 ~78.89814815 10.12 0.0040 
1 75.85185185 4.29 0.0492 
1 0.88888889 0.05 0.8244 
e) o.oooooooo 
-r'"!_ 0 1 _/ f fL 1 754o 013888891 i/t 42.67 
fYitSt S o<-tlto 4! ne 1 273.37500000 !f 15.47 
r-t(/.()io.t/.4,f V~ri<%hlf!5, or Q) 0. 00000000 /OZ7. 3~ • co{UJ~~6t.S' i~t#te X»oa.frix.l r ~7.55555556 SS(var.) 6.65 
The ma7 beomifful. 1 jiveloS.06_ 37.50000000 2.12 
w1f/luf ~Y e.ffecf: ~) .SS (sf~'"fs) 0 • 00000000 • 
I 1 14.69444444 0.83 
1 18.75000000 1.06 
@) 0.00000000 
1 507.00000000 
~ 0.00000000 o.oooooooo o.oooooooo 
o.oooooooo 
2 B. 69 
12.73 1 ( 225.00000000 
yve 766. '11-11 SS (lnfera.cf-io.J; 




























PARA METER EST I MATE PARAMETER=O 
STD EP.ROR OF 
ESTIMATE 
INTERCEPT 70.75000000 B 
BLOCK I 6.11111111 B 
BLCCK2 3.33333333 B 
BLOCK3 -0.44444444 B 
BLOCK4 0.00000000 B 
VARTl -17.25000000 B 
VART2 -20.75000000 B 
VART3 0.00000000 B 
SPACE! -17.00000000 B 
SPACE2 -8.75000000 B 
SPACE.3 0.00000000 B 
INT11 8.75000000 B 
INT12 3.75000000 B 
INT13 0.00000000 B 
I NT2l 27. 00000000 B 



































































F VALUE po ) F 
/he~e Cln!. a./1 zero hec.a~~Se. fhe. reci.c.Lno<~V<f 
co/umtts a.Ye i11.c/(,(,ried. 
e 
e e e 
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S T A T I S T I C A L ANALYS I S S Y S T E M 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y I EL 0 
T FOR HO: PR > IT I STD ERROR OF 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETEP.=O ESTIMATE 
INT23 0.00000000 B 
INT31 0.00000000 B 
I NT32 0.00000000 B 
INT33 0.00000000 B 
/his fj fhe- X mafrix fr,.- fhe seCtJttrf. farf o!- ~~~ ctn.~7sis. Y isM before_ 
OBS INTRCPT BLOCK! BLOCK2 BLOCK3 VARTl VART2 LSPACE1 LSPACE2 LSPACE3 QSPACE1 QSPACf'2 QSPI\U3 
©1 l l 0 0 l 0 -1 c () 1 0 0 
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 l 0 0 
3 1 0 0 1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 f) (\ 
4 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 
5 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 
6 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 (' -2 r; r; 
7 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 
8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 
9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 c 0 1 f) " 
10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
12 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 (' 0 1 0 
" 13 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 
14 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 •) 
15 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 
16 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 
17 1 1 0 0 0 l 0 c 0 (' -2 " 
18 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 
19 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -2 ) 
20 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 c 0 0 -2 (' 
21 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
22 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 l 0 
23 1 0 0 1 0 1 () 1 0 0 1 0 
24 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
25 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 
26 1 0 1 0 0 0 (' 0 -1 0 0 
27 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
28 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 ') 0 l 
29 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 
30 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J -~ 
31 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 r. 'l r) ') -2 
32 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () -2 
33 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 r 1 
34 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
35 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 




S T A T I S T I C A l A N A l Y S I S S Y S T E M 
@ GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 






























OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F 
11 2203.52777778 200.32070707 11.34 0.0001 
24 ~11 17.6712963 STD D~V 
35 2627.63888889 Error is fhe saJ»e. as for- 8. 4.203"12410 
OF TYPE I SS 
1 SS (blocks) (178 .89Bl4815 
1 l 75.85185185 
F VALUE 
1 754.01388889 ~S Cvar-:) 1 .Sa»<e 0.8888888~ 
1 o. 12 
4. 2 9 
0.05 
42.67 
1 5. 4 7 
7.70 1 173.3750000 same 1 136.12500000 
1/he_si~f!.,.~ 200.00000000 
la.s o>c hem"'- 578.oooooooo 

















































PP > F 
0.0051 










T FOR HO: PR > IT I 
ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
1 c 578.00000000 
These are fhe .san.e as lype.._ I 
STD ERROR OF are already o!"Hto'JontJ.Itzed. ft, 
ESTIMATE / 
S S, as lhe fDf;o10~>t/al.s 
ftre i"ferc?f-
62.16666667 36.22 0.0001 1.71616318 
6.11111111 3.08 0.0051 1.98165454 
3.33333333 1.68 0.1055 1.98165454 
-0.44444444 -0.22 0.8244 1.98165454 
-13.08333333 -7.62 0.0001 1.71616318 
-6.75000000 -3.93 0.0006 1.71616318 f 4.12500000 2.78 0.0105 1.48624091 ~ -5.00000000 -3.36 0.0026 1.48624091 l 8.5ooooooB 5.72 o.ooo1 1.48624091 0.29166667 0.34 0.7369 0.85808159 
-0.41666667 ~0.49 0.6317 0.8?808159 
c.o833333 .10 o.9234 o.85808159 
fhe fhru h s !or the ;,-..,ear f<A"t fh( fhru h 's for fhe /uadrahc. rv4 
Noft. fhaf fhe coetficie'1fs fl¥' fhe .se~ll«{ varief; cXitter y~fjf' lro"'t fkose for fi-tc f~f and. -Htircl 
e e e 
e 
(j) 












S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQIJADE 
2203.52777 778 200.32070707 11.34 0.0001 0.838596 
424.11111111 17.67129630 STD DEV 
2627.63888889 4. 20372410 
TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV SS F VALU~ 
255.63888889 4.82 0.0091 3 255.63888889 4.82 
1027.38888889 29.07 0.0001 2 1027.38888889 29.07 
155.05555556 4.39 0.0238 2 155.05555556 4.39 











/hi.s i.s -H..e sa»~~ cuta.!ysis a.s B. ,Vofe fh.A,f l(fe IV is the. sa.~t~e a.:s Tjpe. I- i.e .. if ~o~n'f f'l1.().ffer it W£ ru ... 
VAP.I£TY; or :SPACINGr fir.st s~c.oru( o,- fhirl.. This is becatJ.se -H-tere an no t"'iS.Si'(_J <1-afa poin.f5. 
6LOCI<:/ 




















erua.l.s !3'. IZS+zoo.,. 578. 
TYPE I SJ • F VALUE PR > F OF 
255.63888889 4.82 0.0091 3 
1027.38888889 29.07 0.0001 2 
914.1250000 17.24 0.0001 3 
6.37500000~ 0.12 0.9473 3 
- e.rua.is 2.. O.LJ/(, + 4./t,' .... ;" 









-,-;_. ' .J.,}_ ' J I ~ • f .I .-. f . I C)_ i. p .i. /. ' I . ' ' ' I ' J . OR -r'U .... 
i ni:J /,j lVII!.. ill.CI.rcAU.r ·,o U..t\,J\er-6a'to-. ,-r.-.:; ·' ;·f!mem09r '"'"·' ,y,.~ ,, .. ,..,~JOi>t<l,/ poyno~n~aJ.S !"'t<l.j ;,e C.'lCCC;a.tg<A (..(,Sii\1 I nv; cxe 
. . J I f. I ' "'> . I .. " ..,.... 'I 0 ,,, ' ·jf . ,, f' . . ' 'I ·- . u 0/\1/'"- or-f~tOCIO~ r-z:e.s. Ctt.Cit\. S.()..CC.'55ilie co/4-~l!... ('._8qr:<!Ss;OY.._ ,,_:;.s ~ .. !"<.I,-· ) -]UJ I r~ so 0 speak. :.~-·,) .rt.srecz,t Oil (J..6'1rtf T"'-e 
1.) ' I . 
oo/ynomJals -tO.!t~..J. 1.-21 c,.,e. ,.,.,,.,v 1'"'.sf:.L.se: :.,.2,3 :z,,; _, -'-!"' -:•r .Df3.12 ''"' ·:'t? 64.1£..'-'i···tookinq I , -' J . ~ , . ) 
'c"(Y a.f "'"!)•f>! ( !>(InS ,,/ S?iJ&t.r"er. . ·J 








0. 12 o. 94 73 
r1 1 • -1 L , 
sfa.ri-J '..Jirl.... . 1 2 ~: !"-
















S T A T I S T I C A l A N A L Y S I S 
p ~33, s -1> C. 
DATA SERUM; INPUT STATE $ AGE CHOL; 
XO= 1; ~ 
X4=0; 
X5=0; 
X 1 =I STATE= 1 I OW A 1 l ; 
X2=1 STATE= 1 NEBRASKA 1 l; 
X3=AGE; 
IF STATE= 1 IOWA 1 THEN X4=AGE; 
IF STATE= 1 NEBRASKA 1 THEN X5=AGE; 
IF STATE='IOWA 1 THEN X8= 1 I 1 ; / 
IF STATE= 1 N~BRASKA 1 THEN X8= 1 N1 ;) 
CARDS; 
Se ftiflj up the. X m(J_frix. 
A Sj>eOtt/ va.vlah/e for fr7.~c! flofs Ieder. 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.SERUM HAS 30 OBSERVATIONS AND 10 VARIABLES. 169 OBS/TRK. 




VARIABLES XO-X5; Prinh"j fhe X rna ff'iX. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.28 SECONDS AND l02K. 
S Y S T E M 
45@ 
46 G efh"J a>t F" ted of r;{.iffere"'f slofi'dS b; fhe su ccessivt t>tociels cy>frOo.ck \,./ Jw, fhe. X Lf vcv/o. ble e~-dev:s fhe o/U£~.1ion_ (1(pe I SS) we Jef ft1<:.. SS e><fla.nrecl b; fwo cllfferP'?f slot"s. 
PROC GLM; 
MODEL CHOL= X1-X5; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.48 SECONDS AND 154K. 
47 
4f:j © PROC GLM; MODEL CHOL=Xl-X3/ NOINT SOLUTION; Gef esfiMafes cf the pooled slope aAd ;",zf-eY'cepfs. 








MODEL CHOL= STATE AGE STATE*AGE; 
PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.45 SECONDS AND 152Ko 
PROC GLM; A HI':} a model JJifi.,. jusf <Z .si':) le .slote. bvf iwo i~tfeV'CQ.fl's !he /a.sf (;i.te. /~ 
MODEL CHOL= XO-X3/ NOINT SOLUTION; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEWl PREDICTED=YHATl RESIOUIL=RES!Dl; 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.NEWl HAS 30 OBSERVATIONS AND 12 VARIABLES. 140 OBS/TRK. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.52 SECONDS AND 174K. 
.:;o +!.v:..f we ca-t_ plof l!'et;tdua!s. 
55 ® PROC PLOT; /ft;~ ?lob rredt'cfeJ.. ve~()-5 reoicl.u.af:s /he ", XB'' Jujt ~ t.Je. t!of variC<.hle X8 Oit fl-te Jra.ff.t ( N fov 1\hbrttska./ I lov- Iowa.) 
56 PLOT YHATl*RESID1=X8; 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.37 SECONDS AND 120K. 
57 ~ PROC GLM; Geffi"j a. fesf f!of' o<tfferen:l- inferceffs ht sucessive. n-tadels_ whex. X I ~f.er-s W/0 will :Jef fire reruired SS. 
58 l:!) MODEL CHOL= X3 XO Xl X2/ NO INT SOLUTION; / 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.38 SECONDS AND 154K. 
e e e 
e 
S T A T I S T I C A L 
e 
-37-




(0 PROC GLM; MODEL CHOL= X3; Rwmlfr_j a. onC' infrzrcepf, o,e :J!ofe mode( so we ca>t /CJok af fh.e r-esrdl).ctls. 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW2 PREDICTED=YHAT2 RESI~UAL=~ESIDZ; 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.NEW2 HAS 30 OBSERVATIONS AND 14 VARIABLES. 119 OBS/TP.K. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.45 SECONDS AND 170K. 
62 
63 (j) PROC PLOT; PLOT YHAT2*RESID2=X8; Our residual f!of 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.35 SECONDS AND 120K. 
NOTE: BARR, GOODNIGHT, SALL AND HELWIG 
SAS INSTITUTE INC. 
P.O. BOX 10066 
RALEIGH, N.C. 2760 5 
e 
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S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I s SYSTEM 
fJBS xo Xl xz X3 X4 X5 
1 1 Q 46 46 0 
2 1 1 0 52 52 0 
3 1 1 0 39 39 0 
4 1 1 0 65 65 0 
5 1 1 c 54 54 c 
6 1 1 0 33 33 0 
7 1 1 0 49 49 0 
8 1 1 0 76 76 0 
9 1 1 0 11 11 0 
10 1 1 0 41 41 0 
11 1 1 0 58 58 0 
12 1 0 1 18 0 18 
13 1 0 1 30 0 30 
® 14 1 0 1 44 0 44 frirdi'J the X m.o.fri X 15 1 0 1 47 0 't7 
16 1 0 1 33 0 33 
17 1 0 1 58 0 58 
18 1 0 1 78 0 78 
19 1 0 1 10 0 70 
20 1 0 1 51 0 51 
21 1 0 1 67 0 67 
22 1 ') 1 43 0 43 
23 1 0 1 31 0 31 
24 1 0 1 44 0 44 
25 1 0 1 21 0 21 
26 1 0 1 58 0 58 
27 1 0 1 56 0 56 
28 1 0 1 63 0 63 
29 1 0 1 19 0 19 
30 1 0 1 42 0 42 
e e e 
e 
@ 




GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
S Y S T E M 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CHOL 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR. ) F R-SQUAP!" 
MODEL 3 55141.80269439 18380.60089813 9.87 o.oooz 0.532582 
ERROR 26 48394.86397 228 1861.34092201 STD DEV 













jF fesf fo,.. d.Jfu-c nces '" F VALUE PR > F OF 
0.33 0.5711 0 
• • 0 
28.91 0.0001 0 
0.38 0.5425 0 
0 
.s lof'SJ. we C.O"!.cfuck "to cJtffeN"C(;. 






This ~~ fhe "7o8 ",-,._ S ,C J fable /.£t.C. 2/ (;ne 0: 
T FOR HO: PR > IT I STD E'RROfl OF 
PARAMETER EST 1 MATE PARAMETER=O ESTIMATE 





61.98336764 Xl -65,48655225 B 
X2 0.00000000 B 
X3 2.52043808 B 
X4 O. 71770686 B 




0. 54 2 5 
0.57833894 
1.16284514 
NOTE: THE X'X MATRIX ttAS BEEN DEEMED SINGULAR AND A GENERALIZED INVERSE HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO SOLVE THE NORMAL EQUATIO~c. 
THE ABOVE ESTIMATES REPRESENT ONLY ONE OF MANY PQSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE NORMAL EQUATIONS. ESTIMATES FOLLOWE~ BY 
THE LETTER B ARE BIASED AND DO NOT ESTIMATE THE PARAMETER BUT ARE BLUE FOR SOME LINEAR COMBINATION OF PARAM!"TEPS 
(OR ARE ZEROI. THE EXPECTED VALUE OF THE BIASED ESTIMATORS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE GENERAL FORM OF ESTIM6BLE 
FUNCTIONS. FOR THE BIASED ESTIMATORS, THE SlD ERR IS THAT OF THE BIASED ESTIMATOR AND THE T VALUE TESTS 






PQ > F 
-4C-
STATISTICAL A N A L Y S 1 S S Y S T E M 
© GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 













DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 














T FOR HO: 
PARAMETER=O 
1818.66345042 




PR > IT I STD ERROR OF 
EST !MATE 
64.4897716i 2.20 0.0365 29.30245306 



















esfirn!:.fes ,.,ot respectively, o<.r, ex.", b (poolecl- :slofe) _ "' _ 
QT"" 'ri-b Xr"'" 207 7-2.70 (53. 1) _, 64.33; rX..,"' ~- b X.v ""217. I- 2. 70 (L.t.b 9) = 93./'7 
@ 








AGE* STATE 1 
e 
see !'· .Lt3S: 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 








MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
18380.60089813 9.87 
1861.34092201 




fesf .fo,. ciiffere.,.ces /n. s lof'e, 
e 
PP > F 
0.1)'):>2 
S TD DEV 
1t3.14326045 








2 1•. 52 
0.38 










C HOL '~!: A~J 
213.66666667 
e 










GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
S Y S T E M 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CHOL 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUt.RE 
MODEL 3 1424036.08683855 474678.69561285 261.00 0.0001 0.966667 
ERROR 27 49103.91316145 1818.66345042 STD OEV 

















PR > F OF TYPE IV SS F V~LUE 
o.ooo1 0 o.oooooooo 
0.5664 0 0.00000000 
0 0.00000000 
0.0001 1 53820.05813042 zq.s9 
STLJ ERROR OF 
















NOTE: THE X1 X MATRIX HAS BEEN DEEMED SINGULAR AND A GENERALIZED INVERSE HAS BEEN EMPLOYED TO SOLVE THE NORMAL fQUATJONS. 
THE ABOVE ESTIMATES REPRESENT ONLY ONE OF MANY POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE NORMAL EQUATIONS. ESTIMdTES FOLLOWED 8Y 
THE LETTER B ARE BIASED AND DO NOT ESTIMATE THE PARAMETER BUT ARE BLUE FOR SOME LINEAR COMBINATION OF Pt.~AMFTCPS 
lOR ARE ZEROI. THE EXPECTED VALUE OF THE BIASED ESTIMATORS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE GENERAL FORM OF ESTIMABLE 
FUNCTIONS. FOR THE BIASED ESTIMATORS, THE STD ERR IS THAT OF THE BIASED EST!~ATOR AND THE T VALUE TESTS 
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ANALYS!S S Y S T E M 












A res((i{).a./ plof usii'tj two inft.rc~pts tMd a.. COI?tMO>\. 




-88 -8C -72 -64 -56 -48 -40 -32 -24 -16 -8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 RO 88 96 
~ES!Dl 
e e e 
e 
© 
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ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDUR~ 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
1424036.08683855 474678.69561285 261.00 
49103.91316145 1818.66345042 
1473140.00000000 
TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF 
1393749,54383462 766.36 0.0001 1 
24830.09329701 13.65 0.0010 0 
5456.44970691?) 3.00 0.0947 0 














F VALUE' PP > r-
29.59 0.0001 
o.oooooooo{ • • o 
Thi.s is fhe. "5'450" in S •C Ta.ble 1"1.6.2..) line 8/ fo fesf for diflerti'tf lnh.r-c~fts. 
jj) 
T FOR HO: PR > ITI STO ERROR OF 























TYPE I ss 
48976.3037983C 
( foo1feefl.r/. 1'r.ferc.ef',fs T FOR HO: PARAMETER~ ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEPT ---r:_91.57157789_ (fooled. s/Of93.57 







GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
!/lEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
48976.30379830 25.13 
1948.58438816 
F VALUE PR > F OF 
25.13 1).0001 




PR > F ~-SQUIIRE c.v. 
0.0001 0.473033 20.6596 
STD DEV CHOL MEliN 
44.14277277 213.66666667 
TYP '= IV SS F VALL!~ PP > F 











(f) -44-STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM 






-100 -90 -80 -10 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 



















IF DRUG= 1 A 1 THEN DP.UG1 =1; These .sfa./-emen.fs crea.fe fhree 0- i inr/JC4f{)r vario..bles. 
INPUT DRUG($)x Y; Th.is$ s(3n.i?itJ.S (). ch.a.r-a.cfer value oto.. vo..riable. D~UG1=0;DRU(;2=0;0RUG3=0;  
IF DRUG= 1 U1 THEN ORUG2=1; 
IF DRUG= 1 F 1 THEN DRUG3=1; 
INTRCPT=1; 
CAR.OS; 
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.LEPROSY HAS 30 OBSERVATIONS AND 7 VARIABLES. 217 OBS/TRK, 
NOTE: THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.26 SECONDS AND lCZK. 
39 
40 @ PROC PRINT OATA=LEPROSY; VARIABLES INTRCPT DRUG! DRUG2 DRUG3 X Y; Thi.s i.s fo fr;r.-1- ovf Hte. X ma.frix/ which. Js used.. in. -fhe nexf G L M. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE PRINT USED 0.23 SECONDS AND 102K. 
'il ® 42 P~OC GLM DATA=LEPROSY; MODEL Y=DRUGl DRUG2 DRUG3 X ; A -Pir.sf- Ma.lystJi) wiH... ~~oil fnf'c<. olW>tm/ va.r-ia.hles. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0,76 SECONDS AND 152K. 
43 
44 © PROC GLM DATA=LEPROSY; MODEL Y=X DRUG! DRUG2 DRUG3/ SOLUTION NOINT; lhi.s t:S .::tJt. a.naf(Sl5 fo ca./cu/afe freafmenf mo?arts. 1>/eii.Se nofe 
--c= f/t!.iS, ' 





PROC GLM OATA=LEPROSY; 
CLASSES DRUG; 
MODEL Y"DRUG X; Usi~ a. CLASSeS sfafe""~"-t w~ eM wifh mvcJ-. less ePforf- produce ftte sa~t~e resulf.s as B. 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.47 SECONDS AND 152K, 
PROC GLM DATA=LEPROSY; :~@ 
50 
51 
C l. A SSE S DR UG ; 
MODEL Y=X DRUG; ihf... X is rW't fir.sf hev-e. A /so residuals a~ re1u. esfecJ.; rf re.srdual.s had. bee;.. rervesfed. fro"" D/ fhe sante. ltv~->t btrs wo vfd.. have. nst~.!f~d.. Ca./ct.~/a.ftOt\. or rssid.tA.~/.s tl.t!e>t.h 011./J OUTPUT OUT=RS1 RESIDUAL=RESl PREDICTEO=PREl; 
OYt. vhd Vttrla.l./e.s are iYI. ft,_e mr>/.e(/ n.ol- iH.. wh.a.f oi"Aer- +I-.e/ e.~-tfer_-
NOTE: DATA SET WORK.RSl HAS 30 OBSERVATIONS AND 9 VARIABLES. 171 OBS/TRK. . 
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0,41 SECONDS AND 172K, 
52tJ?l 53 \..C) 
PROC PLOT DATA=PSl; 
PLOT RESl*Pf'.El; A N~id.t.J.a.} flot· 




® PROC GLM OATA=LEPROSY; CLASSES DRUG; 
MODEL Y=DRUG X X*DRUG; 
C/Q.ssica/ c:ol/a."f'ia.n.ce a.."I"SVI.W!"-S er.val ..slopes ..P&r i!.l{ -fret:d-me;.fs. !-/are we fe.sf fW ti..S.S<.LW~_Phi!n/ 
{..(;SJJ fite ,rvicJ:esf 11.,/>froa..ch.. 
~JuTE: THE PROCEDURE GI.M USED 0.50 SECONDS AND 154K. 
® 
® 







S T A T ISTICAL A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
OBS INTRCPT 
The..e fhree fo3efhe.r: 
DRUG1 DRUG2 DRUG3 X y 
1 1 1 0 c 11 6 
2 1 1 0 0 8 0 
3 1 1 0 0 5 2 
4 1 1 0 c 14 8 
5 1 1 0 0 19 11 
6 1 1 0 0 6 4 
7 1 1 0 0 10 13 
8 1 1 0 0 6 1 
9 1 1 0 0 11 8 
10 1 1 0 0 3 0 
11 1 0 1 0 6 0 
12 1 0 1 0 6 2 
13 1 0 1 0 7 3 
1 '• 1 0 1 0 8 1 
15 1 0 1 0 18 18 
16 1 0 1 0 8 4 
17 1 0 1 0 19 lit 
18 1 0 1 0 8 9 
19 1 0 l 0 5 1 
20 1 0 1 0 15 9 
21 1 0 0 1 16 13 
22 1 0 0 1 13 10 
23 1 0 0 1 11 18 
24 1 0 0 1 9 5 
25 1 0 0 1 21 23 
26 1 0 () 1 16 12 
27 1 0 0 1 12 5 
28 1 0 0 1 12 16 
29 1 0 0 1 7 1 
30 1 0 0 1 12 20 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
To fesr reJv-e.s sion. StJnificance, fif if Jasf: 







871.4974030't 290.49913435 18.10 ').0001 
417.202596961 16.04625373-De_via.t/on rneaJ~ ~ruare. STD DEV 
L Devto.fions fro WI reqress1on.. 
1288.700C00CO J 4.00577754 Cmce we rn.cludeJ. TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV SS 
101.40000000 6.32 0.0185 0 { 0.00300000 
192.20oooooc 11.98 ~.0019 c o.oooooorc 





all fhree, fhe./ can.ce/ ou.f. 





8efween. c<.rugs has iwo d-e!Jrus of 
/reecl.orn/ .so the (a..sf .PifferJ. i!. 'J V~ord.. 
c577.89740301t 36.01 0.0001 1 577.89740301+ 36.01 
This is fhe yqrJ.ucfio...., o<.u.e fo f"'ejte.SSion.. F fesf fof' r~gres.s/OM 
O.JCJ01 
0J1e fesfs fhe !'rJ.jression. f;ftiJ if c..ffer- fhe fre~fments. 
e e e 
e 
PARAMETER 










S T A T I S T I C A L 





PR ) IT I 
0.8617 
0.0793 
o. 083 5 
e 
-4 7-
ANALYSIS S Y S T E M 





0.98718381) 6~00 ~ ,0.0001 0.1644975,7 
C. h for re_;re:s.ston. - 6 ~ 3 6 J the F ,1-esf .Pol' r~ressto"- , 
NOTE: THE X'X MATRIX HAS BEEN DEEMED SINGULAR AND A GENERALIZED INV~RSE HAS BEEN EMPLQYfD TO SOLVE THE NORMAL ~QUATIQN5. 
(0 
THE ABOVE ESTIMATES REPRESENT ONLY ONE OF MANY POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE NORMAL EQUATIONS. ESTIMATES F-OLLOWED RY 
THE LETTER B ARE BIASED AND DO NOT ESTIMATE THE PARAMETER BUT ARE BLUE FOP SOME LINEA~ COM~INATION OF PARAMfT~PS 
(OR ARE ZERO!. THE EXPECTED VALUE OF THE BIASED ESTIMAToqs MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE GENERAL FORM OF ESTIMIBLE 
FUNCTIONS. FOR THE BIASED ESTIMATORS, THE STD ERR IS THAT OF THE BIASED ESTIMATOR AND THE T VALUE TFSTS 
HO: EIBIASED ESTIMATOR! = O. ESTIMATES NOT FOLLOWED BY THE LETTER BARE BLUE FOR THE PARAMETER. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 















OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
4 2743.79740304 685.94935076 42.75 




















0. 0 3 
PR ) IT I 
_ 0.98718381 6.CO 0.0001 
{ -3.88080944 -1.95 0.0616 
-0.43467116 -0.18 0.8617 


































50 •. 7060 
Y MUN 
7.90000000 





C -3.77183811 -1.82 0.0808 
/h.ese eve a.Jy·u.sfllc/. f'!1aans - b X., _To 3ef fh.e. a.c/..jusfel.. nr.e~ aof.ol.. b X or -~) .. / .'198 ·/6.73. (see ABDC f,~~ ve ... ,f,cafiof\.) 
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The X'XjX'Y matrix and ABDO are: 
,..., - f".,J -
10 0 0 I:=s_ l::Yl 
10 0 l::X2 l::Y2 
10 l::X3 l::Y3 
I: X l::Y 
10 0 0 I:=s_ L:Yl 
1 0 0 :X:l yl 
10 0 z:::x2 L:Y2 
1 0 :X:2 y2 
10 L:X3 L:Y3 
1 :X:3 y3 
L:(X- 5(:)2 L:(X- X) (Y- Y) 
1 b 
Solving up, b == (X- X)(Y- Y)/(X- X) 2 , u3 == Y.3 - b:X:3, u2 = Y2 - bX2, u1 == Y1 - b~ . Therefore, we must add in a bX, 
in order to get adjusted means. This raises an interesting possibility. Can we put in columns instead of O's and 
l's that would produce estimates (and exact standard errors) for uA(adj) - uD(adj), etc.? 
The answer is yes. First we note that the bX term will cancel, so that problem is eliminated. We can break up 
the treatment SS into the two contrasts (1, -1, 0) and (1, 1, -2) . This will add up to the treatment SS, as they 
are orthogonal, and for the same reason the two estimates are not in any way cancelled by each other (i.e., the 
TYPE ISS will be the same independent of the order of the model). So, instead of putting in O's and l's_, we put in 
the above contrasts in the IF-THEN section. The b for the (1, -1, 0) contrast will then be the estimated difference 
between the adjusted means and the standard error will be exact. 
e e e 
e e e 
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STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S SYSTEM (OJ 
·- . ...-"' 
This i.s fhe sa:m e as B. GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 








'£\ 1._ I 
-::/ 





































TYPE l 55 
s ... This 
293. 60000000)-> 
577.89740304 
MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F 
290.49913435 18.10 0.0001 
16.04625373 S TO DEV 
4. 00577754 
F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV SS 





36.01 36.011._ 0.0001 1 577.89740304 
~.15 0.0010 J . 2 68.55377060 
Ted fo,. rfZ ressio~~. 





PP > F 
o. 1384 
0.0001 
f?-.is is wlta;f hapf>~"-~, u.s/"1 f4e co;.,ve.,ie.>tce oP f?te CLASSES sfa.tt..n-..t.~tfJ for MODEL Y= X /)R.U.G,t 
Tlrl.is ord...er is u,;eo/. to C~J.[c,.,fa.fe. -f?te. befwe.f.h d~JS SS' ( ad.j<J~fed. for covcu·,t!_;,c.e.) /J'R..U6t2,. 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUI'IRE 
871.49740304 290.49913435 18. 10 .• 00C 1 0.676261 
417.20259696 16.04625373 S T 0 DE V 
1288.70000000 4.00577754 J Nof~ fha.f o~e na/!7 n,.cf.. ~of rWt boflt D•E; 7ft( Ill SS qlve fite sa ... e result. TYPE I SS F VALUE - PR > F DF ' Typ'j: IV SS F VliLUF 
802.94369243 50.04 0.0001 1 577.B9740304 36. 0 1 
68.5537106( 2.14 0.1384 2 68.55371060 2.14 





PP > F 
().')C'Cl 
0.138 1t 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURt: f .1.. f ''/ _~.,r b 1 _, 
() Te5 <tl\ 01/lr(l.t, r;A./~~¥"f>IC( (Zrl</~fZil r;<.rU:;.$'. 
this is a_ sf ~cia./ Y'Uit" -fo fejf !he a_ss ~.A.w,f fion.. h, :: b.l ~ b J " h 








891.14204818 178.22840964 10.76 
397.55795182 16.56491466 
128f.l.70000000 
( Nof S/q n.lf.ica. ... t. TYPE I SS F VALUE PR ) F OF 
293.60000000 8.86J 0.0013 
577.89740304 34.89 0.0001 
-----C 19.64464514 o.59 0.5606 
/h,$ is fi1t cof'rlci 5 S for fh.e- fed; if feds how m<Jc.h.. 









TYPE IV ss F VJ\Lllf 
8.50258450 1.26 
5o4. 56752833 3'•. OA 
19.64 1t64514 0.59 











S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 
Howeves ().nofi-ler o..ssu.mphoV\ ha.s he~Yt viol().f{lcL Here re.sicf.ua.fs. erua! 1-o 'f.;· -n-f ~ea" -k (X,/- 7,.) are floffeol veorsc>j fh.e. 
PLOT OF RES1*PRE1 LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, f'TC. If .1 y.-. f·.J. b (X X- ) pre(;'./C ti>'o ') "- '7 Y>'l~~" -+ if - j. . 
RESl 
1 0 + 
. (See f· .lf8 for Verif'.icafio.,_ ) 








4 + A 
A 
2 + A 
A 
A A 
0 + A A A A 
A A 
A 




-4 + A A 
A 




-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
e -1 e 
